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COSIMPLICIAL HOMOTOPIES

JEAN-PIERRE MEYER

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. A very general theorem is obtained which shows that, under cer-

tain conditions, 2 cosimplicial objects (constructed from triples) are homotopy-

equivalent; cosimplicial homotopies are used. A number of applications are

given.

1. Introduction

The use of cosimplicial spaces in algebraic topology is increasing rapidly; yet

the most simple-minded technique for showing that two cosimplicial mappings,

upon passage to total spaces, yield homotopic mappings, has been completely

neglected. I am referring to the construction of a cosimplicial homotopy be-

tween them. This is probably due to the fact that cosimplicial homotopies (see

Definition 2.1) have n+ 1 components in dimension n . Nevertheless, in many

cases, cosimplicial spaces are defined inductively and it turns out that cosimpli-

cial homotopies also can often be constructed inductively.

In Section 2, we give the definition of a cosimplicial homotopy and show

that it induces an ordinary homotopy at the total space level. In Section 3, we

present the main theorem: if' W, 31 are categories, T a triple on fë, U a

triple on 21, F: W —► 3i and 6: FT —* UF, y/: UF —► FT natural transfor-

mations satisfying simple conditions, then 6, y/ induce cosimplicial mappings

g* ■ ff* __> ¡j* f ^*: ¡j* f _> fj* and, furthermore, 6*i//* and y/*9* are

cosimplicially homotopic to 1 . The conditions, (3.1 ), (3.2), refer to the behavior

of 6 , y with respect to the structure maps n, ¡u of T and U . Section 4 gives

a number of consequences of the main theorem. In §5, we sketch briefly the

result dual to our main theorem and dealing with simplicial cotriple resolutions.

The formulas for cosimplicial homotopies used in the proof of the main

theorem have their roots in earlier work of May, [3], and the author, [5]; the

immediate impetus for the present work, however, stems from the study of

[2] by Dwyer, Miller and Neisendorfer.   I am grateful to Jean Lannes whose
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lectures reawakened my interest in cosimplicial resolutions and who showed me

a manuscript copy of [2].

2. Cosimplicial homotopies

In this section we define cosimplicial homotopies and show that they induce

homotopies of the total spaces.

2.1. Definition. Let f*, g* : X* —» Y* be cosimplicial mappings. A cosim-

plicial homotopy from f* to g* is a collection of mappings k'n: Xn+l —> Y",

n > 0, 0 < / < n , satisfying the identities

k°nd°=r,   ky+i = gn,

! fcf V,     ¿ = j>o,
d"xK_,,   i>j + \,

*V _/*'*£!.      t*J>
V   - \     i-\.j .        .

U      %+l,       1>J.

We then write f*~g*. This is the obvious dual of the notion of simplicial

homotopy, [3, 9.1]. In order to relate this notion of cosimplicial homotopy to

that of homotopy, we require another definition.

2.2. Definition. Let Kt be a simplicial set and Y* a cosimplicial ^-object.

Let H: Sets* xJT" —> 3~ be the usual exponential functor sending (S ,X) to

X , where X is the product (which is assumed to exist in Ef ) of copies

of X, one for each element of S. Then H*(Kt ,Y*) is the cosimplicial &~-

object with H"{Kt ,Y*) = H(Kn, Y") and cosimplicial operators defined in the

obvious fashion by (6: m —> n in A)

H^^H^HiK^Y").

2.3. Proposition. If {k'n} is a cosimplicial homotopy from f* to g*, then there

exists a cosimplicial map

K*: X* — 7/*(A[l],y*)

such that n0K* = f*, nxK* = g*, where %i are the mappings //*(A[1], Y*) —►

H*(A[0],Y*) « T* induced by the inclusions ;',.: A[0] -» A[l], i = 0, 1.

Furthermore cosimplicial homotopies {k'n} are in one-to-one correspondence with

such simplicial maps K*.

Proof. A[l]n consists of the simplices sn_l---sis00, sn_l---sls0l and sa_l---

S; • • ■ SqI , 0 < / < n — 1. We must therefore define the coordinates of Kn which

are indexed by these simplices. We define K" = f" , Kn . = g"
J K S„-,--S,S00 J       ' i„_r--S|50l °
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and K"   ....... , = k'd'+ . Conversely, given K* as above, define k', 0 < / <
■J/j — |        J/       jQ l ft ft

,       i i i j^n+l
n , by k„ = s Kr    ,      ..

'     J      n s„-s,-so¡

It is a long but straightforward exercise, using (2.1) and the cosimplicial

identities, to verify that K*, and {k'n} , so defined, have the required properties

and that the correspondence {k'n} —» K* is one-to-one.

Let now H~ = 5? or Top, i.e., either the category of simplicial sets or a

suitable version of topological spaces. We can now define the geometrical real-

ization or total space, Tot Y*, of a cosimplicial ^-object by

TotF* = endn h(4>(n),Yn),

where A is the internal hom-functor of ZT and 4>: A —> ̂7" are the models, [1],

[5].

2.4. Theorem. Tot H*(Kt,Y*) « A(ÄA:, , Tot Y*), where R is the usual geo-

metric realization of simplicial sets.

The proof will be omitted. It is very similar to that of [6, A.2.3]. It involves

the manipulation of ends and coends, the fact that simplicial ^-objects can

be represented as coends of generalized simplices P{Kn ,A[n]) and cosimplicial

^-objects as ends of generalized "cosimplices" H(A[n], Y"). This theorem

holds in a much more general setting than that stated here; see [6, Appendix],

for the pure simplicial analogue.

Combining (2.3) and (2.4), we see that cosimplicial homotopies give rise to

ordinary (simplicial or topological) homotopies of the associated total spaces.

2.5. Definition. X*, Y* are said to be of the same cosimplicial homotopy

type if there exist cosimplicial maps f : X* —> Y*, g* : Y* —> X* such that

fg* ~ 1, 1 ~ g'f . We then write, TotX* =s Tot Y*.

Note that this is very different from the notion of /* being a homotopy-

equivalence of cosimplicial objects, [1]. Nevertheless, (2.4) shows that, upon

passage to total spaces, our notion yields (strong) homotopy-equivalences, while

[1, p. 277], shows that their notion yields (weak) homotopy-equivalences.

3. The main theorem

One of the standard methods for constructing cosimplicial spaces is to use

resolutions obtained from triples. In this section we will obtain a very general

theorem which enables us to exhibit homotopy-equivalences between the total

spaces of such cosimplicial spaces. This is done by the use of appropriate

cosimplicial homotopies.

Let W be a category and (T,n,ß) a triple defined on W. Recall that the

standard resolution of an object I of f (with respect to T ) is the cosimplicial

g'-object T*X with
(T*X)n = T"+lX,
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«-1
d'n:(T'X)

s'-AT'xr1

r.n-1 T"+lX,

+ Tn+lX. i = 0,1,... ,n.
>{T X)   is T nT      : T X -

(T*X)" is t'hT"'': T"+2X

Note that (T*X)n+l = T{T*X)n, d[ = Td!~_\ = d'n_J (clearly, the first

identity holds only for i > 0 and the second for n - i > 0). Similarly, s'n =

Ts'~_x = s' ,T. The standard resolution T*X is co-augmented over X, i.e.,

there is ¿° : * -* (r*X)° = 7\Y with ¿0° = r/X and </°</J = rfjrfj.

3.1.   Proposition. If T is a triple on W,   U a triple on 3,  F-.fê —► 3 a

functor and 6: FT -» UF a natural transformation satisfying

FT
A

FM

Û
UF

MF

ft2 JLnjFT M+u*f

then 6 induces a cosimplicial map 6* : FT* —> U*F.

Proof. We define 6": FT"+l Un+lF by

r^n+l  6T"  Jlr-rn t/07""~'   rr2„~,n-lFT      —► UFT      -*    U FT ,,» r^rr U"8 TTn+\ „
U FT —> U     F

or, inductively, by 0" = i/ö"-1 • 6Tn = Un6 ■ 6"'lT. It is understood that the

cosimplicial operators of FT* are those of T* multiplied on the left by F,

and similarly for U*F .

The commutative diagrams

FtjT

ri—*■ UFT —>■ U2F

FT
Û UF

FTtj Un F

"" ^rUFTüru2F
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FT
-1        0

n-2
+ UnlF

pjiyjn-i-X

FT Û
n-\

TTi   T,n-i-\   _

U nU       F   ,

+ UnF

show that dx 8  = 8 <af, , dx8  = 8ld\ . Even more easily, one sees that 8 sQ =

sy.

Assume, inductively, that 8" ' • d'n_l = d'n_l -8" 2, i = 0,1, ... n - 1, so

that

Apply, respectively, T on the right and U on the left, and complete the

diagrams as shown:

FTn   &n'2j',     UnAFT     U" V   >   U"F

FTlT]Tni
Ut]U      FT u'tjU"-' F    ,

FT*+XJ£X>   UnFT    SOU^F

pjn       ¿>TnA    ,    UFTn-l   _u£±^unF

FTi+it7Tnil
UFT 'TjTniA

FTn+l_02_^     UFT

Ui+lt7Un-,AF

U0nA
-*■ U     F

Together, these show that 8" ■ d'n = d'n ■ 8"  ' , i = 0,\, ... ,n. The codegen-

eracies are handled similarly.
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3.2.   Proposition. If T is a triple on W,   U a triple on 3,  F:

functor and y/: UF —► FT a natural transformation satisfying

3 a

.UF

FT

UF
V -*FT

V      ,    MF

2
U F

Up
*■ UFT

V?
FT

FM

2

Then y/ induces a cosimplicial map y/* : U*F —> FT*.

Proof. We define y/n: Un+{F -> FTn+l by

Un+lF uy u"FT U"~yT U"~'FT2 UFT    —» FT

or, inductively, by y/n — y/n T ■ U" y/ = y/T" • Uy/n . The proof that y/* is

cosimplicial is similar to that for 8*.

3.3. Remark. A natural transformation 8 (resp., y/ ), together with F , satisfy-

ing the conditions of (3.1) (resp. (3.2)) is what Street [7], or [4], calls a monad

opfunctor (resp., monad functor).

Assume, now, that both 8 and y/ exist and satisfy the conditions of (3.1)

and (3.2), then we have

tj"+2f U(Byn) Un+2F i U"+lF,

r.rj^n+2 (<ii"B")T „„«+2  s"n    „_«+l
r 1 —>     r I        —> r J

Here, of course, sn  is the operator in  U*F, i.e.,  ¡uU"F, while s"n   is the

operator in FT*, i.e., FT"ß .

i- i
3.4. Theorem, (i) The formulas k" = s„- U{8"y/") and, for i > 0, k'n = Uk'n

define a cosimplicial homotopy from 8* y/* to 1.

(ii) The formulas I" - s" ■ (y/"d")T and, for i < n,  l'n - l'n_{T define a

cosimplicial homotopy from 1  to y/*8*.

Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are clearly very similar, so we shall treat (i)

only.
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The diagram

t/VÄ UFT-V*^ U2F J^UF

AlFrk

UF

shows that k°d¡ = 1. Applying Un on the left yields k"nd"n++\ = 1

The diagram

U

,,n + l„
7/U     F

n+2F    U(0»y»),    vn,2F      ¿lUï*    ^n^

TjU       F

n+1 0 r
U     F -

Un+lF

0 ,0
shows that JfcX+i = ö>  ■

Inductively, if j > 0 and / > 0, the correct formulas for kJnd'n+xfollow
-1 ./-1

from those for kJn~lxd'~' . Thus we need only treat the cases (i) j > 0, i = 0,

(ii) j = 0 , i = 1 , (iii) 7 = 0, / > 1 . Each of these is verified by a computation

using the triple identities, the cosimplicial identities and the fact that 8*, y/*

are cosimplicial.

The formulas for kJns'n+l are handled similarly. Induction takes care of j >

0, /' > 0 and we need only consider cases (i) j > 0, / = 0, (ii) 7 = 0, / > 0.

3.5. Corollary. If 3 is S? or Top (or more generally, whenever Tot can be

defined for cosimplicial 3-objects), then Tot(U*F) ~ Tot(FT*).

3.6. Remark. The formulas in (3.4) for the cosimplicial homotopies were in-

spired by the formulas for simplicial homotopies in [3, 9.8 and 9.9], and [5, 6.4

and 6.6], which deal with similar but simpler situations.

4. Applications

In this section we consider various consequences of the results of §3.  We

follow the notation of [1] and denote Tot T* by T^ , whenever it is defined.

4.1. Proposition. If T, U are triples on the same category and maps of triples

8:T^U, y/:U ^T exist, then T  X~U  X.

This is simply the case F — 1 of (3.4).
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4.2. Proposition. If F'.W —► 3, U is a triple on 3 and y/: UF -+ F is a

natural transformation satisfying y/ -nF = I, y/ -Uy/ = y/ ■ fiF, then U^FX ~

FX.

This is simply the case T = 1 of (3.4); 8 can be taken here to be nF .

4.3. Proposition. If F: W —> 3, T is a triple on &, 8: FT —► F is a natural

transformation satisfying 8 • Fn = 1, 8 -8T = 8 • Fft, and Tot commutes with

F, then FT X~FX.

This is simply the case U = 1 of (3.4); y/ can be taken here to be Fn. These

last two propositions are implicit in [2]. The still more special cases F = U or

T yield U^UX ~ UX and TT^X ~ TX which are the cosimplicial analogues

of the well-known (simplicial) homotopy-equivalences B(F, C, CY) ~ FY and

B(C,C,X)~X,[3].

4.4. Proposition. Let U be a triple on 3, then  T — U x U is a triple on

f = 3 x3. If F:3 x3 -» 3 is a functor and 8: F{U x U) -> UF,
y/: UF —► F(U x U) satisfy the conditions of (3.1), (3.2), and F commutes

with Tot, then F(U x U)    ^ J7  F.
v /oo oo

4.5. Corollary. Let U be a triple on 3, 8: UX x UY ^ U{X x Y) a nat-

ural transformation satisfying the condition of (3.1), and Tot commute with

products. Then U  XxU   Y ~U  [X x Y).r OO OO OO v '

Let, in (4.4), F be the product; then y/: U(X x Y) -»■ UX x UY always

exists, induced by the projections U{X x Y) -> UX, U(X x Y) -» UY.

4.6. Corollary. Let R be a commutative ring with unit, and X, Y be simplicial

sets; then R   XxR   Y~R   (XxY).
OO OO OO ^ '

This is [1,1.7.2]; 8, already defined in [1], is given by 8(J2¡ r¡xi, 5Z/S,}\) =

53,-/riSj{Xj,yj) ■ The conditions of (3.1) are easily verified.

4.7. Corollary. Let R be a commutative ring with unit, and X, Y be simplicial

sets over B ; then R   X xBR   Y ~R   (X xRY).
' oo B      oo oov B      i

Here, R denotes the triple used by Bousfield-Kan to define fibre-wise com-

pletion, [1, p. 40]. It is only necessary to define 8 , which is given by the same

formula as above.

Next we consider the special case whose study led to finding (3.3); it is due

to Dwyer, Miller and Neisendorfer, [2]. Let W = S?, B a simplicial set,

3 =S?B, T = R, F = fix- and U = BR. The triple BR, [2], is defined as

follows: if p: X -> B is an object of 3 , then BR(p: X —> B) is the simplicial

set (over B) consisting of all (b, J2ir¡xi)> witn b e B, and J2ir¡x¡ e RX,

i.e., B x RX. The triple structure maps are given by n(x) = (p(x), 1 • x)

and n(b, E, r¡(b¡, £7 r^)) = {b, £V ririJxij). The natural transformations

8,  y/, already defined in [2], are given by 8(b, J2irix¡) = (b, X),r,(^ >•*,)) >
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y/(b, Y^ir¡(bi,x¡)) - (b, Ylir¡x¡) and are easily seen to satisfy the conditions

of (3.1), (3.2). This yields the important result of [2]:

4.8. Corollary.   BRx{B x X) ~ B x R^X .

5. The dual situation

Given a cotriple G on a category &, with e : G —► /, ô: G —* G , the

standard resolution of an object X (with respect to G ) is the simplicial W-

object GtX with {GmX)H = Gn+lX, d" = GleGn~': G"+lX - GnX, s" =

C7'r5C7""': G"+1X-^G"+2^. If F:&->3, H is a cotriple on 3 and we have

natural transformations 8: F G —> //.F , y/: HF —» F G satisfying the obvious

conditions dual to those of (3.1), (3.2), then 8, y/ induce simplicial maps

0,: FGm - ff.F, ^: ff.F - FC,. Finally, the formulas k°n = H(8ny/n) ■

SH"F  and k\ = tfifc-J"1,   for i > 0, as well as   \"n = (y/n8n)G ■ FG"S and

1^, = l^-i^ for / < « , define simplicial homotopies from 0^ to 1 and from

1 to y/t8t.
We will leave to the reader the statement of special cases dual to those of §4.

We conclude by noting that [3, 9.8] is a corollary of our theorem.

Suppose (T,n,ß) is a triple on W. Then recall that a T-algebra (X,v)

consists of an object X of W and a morphism v : TX —> X satisfying certain

conditions. These T-algebras form a category SÇ and we have the forgetful

functor U : féT —> W. We have the identity cotriple on W and a cotriple T

on WT defined as follows: T(X,v) - (TX,fi), e: (TX,ß) —» (X,u) is v ,

and ô: {TX,ß) -» (T2X,ßT) is Tn. It is easily verified that T¿X,v) =

B^(T ,T ,X) and that our main theorem is applicable, yielding Bt(T ,T ,X) ~

X9, which is the required result.
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